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The prince and the
dressmaker
by Jen Wang
The best-selling cartoonist of In Real Life
presents a graphically illustrated fairy-tale
set in Paris at the dawn of the modern
age, where a cross-dressing prince hides
his identity as a popular fashion icon and

falls for a brilliant dressmaker who knows his secret at the
same time his royal parents begin searching for a
traditional bride for him to marry.

The paper bag princess
by Robert N. Munsch
After her castle and clothes are
destroyed by a dragon, Princess
Elizabeth, dressed only in a paper bag,
sets out to rescue her fiancé, Prince

Ronald, who was taken captive.

KATIE

Rabbit and the motorbike
by Kate Hoefler
When his motorbike-riding friend passes
away, taking his wonderful adventure
stories with him, a sad Rabbit

reconsiders his own sense of courage by resuming his
friend’s journeys to live a story of his own.

All are welcome
by Alexandra Penfold
Illustrations and simple, rhyming text
introduce a school where diversity is
celebrated and songs, stories, and
talents are shared.

KIM

Spying on the South
by Tony Horwitz
Recounts the author's effort to retrace
Frederick Law Olmstead's epic journey
across the pre-Civil War American South
one hundred fifty years later, reporting on
what remains of Olmstead's "Cotton
Kingdom."

BRIDGET

Medical medium liver rescue
by Anthony William
The #1 New York Times best-selling
author of Life-changing Foods and
Thyroid Healing explains how to
strategically improve liver health to
alleviate a range of physical and mental

symptoms.

KATHLEEN

A better man
by Louise Penny
Searching for a missing woman amid a
catastrophic flood and blistering social
media attacks, a demoted Armand
Gamache bonds with the victim’s
distraught father, who contemplates a
murder of his own.

JEANINE

A redbird Christmas
by Fannie Flagg
In a tiny and remote Alabama town, an
unexpected, unusual, and life-
transforming event that occurs on one
Christmas morning changes a family and
a town forever.
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